1) LAD is of third order in the time derivative of the particle position so that giving the initial position and velocity of the particle does not determine the solution uniquely.
2) In the absence of an external force, there exist solutions of exponentially increasing velocity (run-away solutions).
3) The fact that the self-force is induced by the external force and vanishes when that force vanishes is not reflected in the LAD equation. In a laser plasma case the damping force becomes significant above Damping or Acceleration?
Landau-Lifshitz-Rohrlich (LLR) Equation
The importance of radiation reaction in determining the interaction of intense coherent radiation with a free electron has been pointed out by Sanderson (1965):
The incident beam loses momentum at a mean rate: 
Gunn and Ostriker (1971)-"We see that for any initial conditions the radiative losses will ultimately lead to increases in the particle energy, and that for the conditions considered here the energy will continue to increase without limit"
Here the rate of change of 7 k proportional to m*?> simply the projection of the electric field along the motion. In the absence of radiation ui lags v by exactly i?r; the field is always perpendicular to the velocity, and dy/dif vanishes. The effect of radiation drag, however, is to induce a phase lag in Ui, as remarked earlier, making Ui-v always psitivearomdte X M |, a similar acceleration is induced in the $-motion m the direction of propagation.
Steiger and Woods (1972):
For circular polarization:
As a consequence of the phase shift, there arises a force (vxB) z . This force is the source of the longitudinal acceleration.
Landau and Lifshitz (1959-The classical theory of fields )
The radiation force acting on an electron which scatters photons can be derived (in the Thompson regime) not only through energy-momentum considerations but also by averaging the radiation reaction force. 
